
Shown with the
Schlage B660 Deadbolt

Privacy and
Convenience

Restroom Deadbolt Indicator



Privacy and Convenience
Restrooms need privacy and the Restroom Indicator Deadbolt (RDI) offers it 
at two levels. The Restroom Deadbolt Indicator conveniently secures the door 
while the clearly visible status indicator tells others to stay out, helping to 
prevent those awkward moments.  

Deadbolts have long been used as the lock of choice for public restrooms 
and indicators have long been recognized for their benefits. However, most 
deadbolts with indicators only offer an inconvenience for the facility owners. 
Whether emergency entry is required or the restroom needs locked down 
because of an out-of-service circumstance, looking for and using the odd 
little keys supplied with all other indicator deadbolts has always been an 
inconvenience.

The Restroom Indicator Deadbolt (RDI) eliminates this problem. Working with a 
standard Schlage or Falcon single cylinder deadbolt, it locks and unlocks from the 
exterior with a standard key. In most cases it can be keyed to fit into a facility’s 
master key system, offering a convenience above the rest.

Whether it is a school, a senior care facility, a retail establishment, or a 
restaurant, any facility with a public restroom can benefit from the privacy and 
convenience the installation of a Restroom Indicator Deadbolt (RDI) supplies.

Shown with Schlage B560 
or Falcon D series Deadbolt 
313 Finish

IndicatorDeadbolt.com
Patent Pending

Compatibility
Schlage B600: Standard and IC core  (B660P, B660R, B660BD)  

Schlage B560: Standard Cylinder (B560P)

Falcon D200 & D100: Standard Cylinder (D241P, D141P)

Door Thickness: 1-3/4” (for thicker doors - Contact us)

Can not be used on fire rated openings.

Features
Compatible with the most popular commercial grade Schlage 
and Falcon single cylinder deadbolts with thumbturn - see 
Compatibility below. 

No special or mortise preps needed. Fits a standard 
cylindrical deadbolt prep (2-1/8” face hole)

Manufactured from aircraft grade aluminum and brass. 

Made in the USA.
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How to Order

RDI US28

Restroom Deadbolt Indicator Finish
US28 = Clear Anodize Brushed Aluminum
313 = Dark Bronze Powder Coat
622 = Matte Black Powder Coat
666e = Bright Brass Powder Coat

(Deadbolt NOT INCLUDED)


